3 Long Flexi-Clips (12”)

3 Short Flexi-Clips (6”)

6 Glow Explosion Sheets

Glow Explosion Activator

4 Glow Explosion Markers

Blotter Card

4 Glow Explosion Sheets with Pop & Clip Figures

5 Pop-Out Shadow Scenes

NOTE: Please review instructions to ensure best results. Glow Markers have a characteristic scent which is safe and nontoxic.
Get Started

- Cover work surface with layers of scrap paper or sheets of aluminum foil. Glow Explosion Marker ink bleeds through paper and contains colorants that stain.

1. Remove Glow Markers from foil packet. Discard desiccant and put packet on work surface.
2. Press each Glow Marker tip straight down on foil packet for 2-3 seconds and release. Tips should appear moist and colored with ink.

Tips & Tricks

- Use Glow Explosion Markers only on Glow Explosion Paper. Color on dull side only. Shiny side should face down.
- Marker colors appear light on Glow Paper. Recoloring will not improve glow effect.
- Glow effect develops after applying Activator Marker and lasts up to 4 hours.
- The darker the room, the better the glow!
- If tip dries out while coloring, gently squeeze barrel to push ink into tip.
- Squeezing too hard may cause ink to drip out & puddle on paper. Blot quickly with paper towel.

Glowing Mobile

1. Place blotter mat on protected work surface. Place a Pop-Out Glow Sheet on blotter card with watermark (shiny) side down.
2. Color each figure with 1 or more markers. Try stripes or patterns but avoid blending colors. Recap markers after use.
3. Uncap Activator Marker. Use broad side of the tip with side-to-side or back & forth strokes to cover each colored figure.
4. Pop out figures along perforations and slide each one into the clip end of the Flexi-Clip.
5. Snap each long Flexi-Clip into a socket on Inner Spin Disc. Snap each short Flexi-Clip into a socket on Outer Spin Disc.
6. Flip the switch on the Base to set your mobile in motion. Then turn the lights out and enjoy the glow show!

Instructions on how to use the markers:
- For best results, ensure that the long Flexi-Clips are placed on the Inner Spin Disc and the short Flexi-Clips are placed on the outer Spin Disc.
- Flexi-Clips may be bent, curved or curled in any direction.
- To prevent staining, do not allow any mobile figures to touch any household surfaces, curtains or upholstery.
**Glowing Scenes**

1. Choose a black Shadow Sheet. Pop out all perforated areas and 4 accessory pieces with tabs along the top.

2. Roll ends of Shadow Sheet around to meet. Insert tab into slot to form a cylinder.

3. Color an entire Glowing Scene with 1 or more markers. Try multi-color stripe, zigzag or rainbow patterns. Avoid blending colors. Recap markers after use.

4. Uncap Activator Marker. Use broad strokes to cover the entire sheet. Recap Activator when finished.

5. Roll ends of Glowing Scene around to meet. Insert tabs into slots to form a cylinder.

6. Slide bottom of Glowing Scene cylinder into slots at ends of Inner Spin Disc.

7. Slide Shadow Sheet cylinder over Glowing Scene and secure bottom end in slots on Outer Spin Disc.

8. Bend tabs back on accessory pieces and insert through slots at top of Glowing Scene. NOTE: Mix & match accessory pieces from all Shadow Sheets for fun & wild effects.

9. Flip the switch on the Base to set your scene in motion. Then turn the lights out and enjoy the glow show!